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Reviewer's report:

Abstract:

a) Spell out TKI first

b) How can authors state that "this fusion may be responsible for acquired first gen resistance" just by evaluation of one patient? It should be case series atleast to make a conclusion

Introduction:

a) Explain in brief function of these ROS1 fusions? How do they impact lung cancer prognosis?

b) Explain why this new fusion is critical? And what lacks in literature, or how despite advances prognosis still remains poor

Case Presentation:

a) Why was treatment started again back in August 2017?

b) Why was crizotinib specifically chosen for this fusion? Has it shown efficacy in previous studies?

Discussion:

a) What is the prevalence of this fusion in literature? Any previous studies in other cancers
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

No

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

Not relevant to this manuscript

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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